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Abstract 
In [1] we used a cycle basis of the cycle space to represent a simple 
connected graph G. If G is Hamiltonian, then there exists a set of cycles 
to be a solution of Grinberg’s Equation. The result of the symmetric 
difference of these cycles is a Hamilton cycle of G. It is clear that a graph 
is not Hamiltonian if its Equation has no solutions. Conversely, not all 
graphs satisfying the Equation are Hamiltonian. In this paper, we 
reexamine the cycle combinations of Equality (3.3) in [1] and find a 
distinctive cycle set underlying the non-Hamiltonian combinations 
satisfying Grinberg’s Equation. We detail the characteristics of this cycle 
set and the existing condition. 
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1. Preliminaries 
The graphs mentioned in the paper are finite, undirected, simple 
connected graphs. In a cycle basis of a graph G, we say a set of interior 
faces i is a solution set if the set satisfying Grinberg’s Equation and 
every interior face in this solution set is a solution cycle; Correspondingly, 
a set of outer faces i is a co-solution set and every outer face is a 
co-solution cycle. We use R for the number of cycles passing an edge of a 
graph G. A vertex is a boundary if there have only two edges of R=1in its 
incident edges. A boundary edge is an edge of R=1. A cut point means a 
vertex that all the incident edges are R=1. An interior vertex is a point 
that is neither a boundary point nor a cut point. |P| denotes the number of 
vertices of order 2 in the neighbor of a vertex. A removable cycle is a 
cycle such that the remained subgraph G′ satisfying V′=V, E′=E−1 and 
|P|<3 when removing this cycle from the given cycle basis of G. Let K be 
a boundary point of order 4, and Ck be a cycle having boundary points but 
edges. |Ck| is the number of Ck. If a Ck is spanned by several cycles, we 
call this set of cycles a Ck cycle-set. A Ck neighbor-cycle-set is a cycle set 
that includes a Ck and all its jointed cycles. The symmetry difference is 
the difference between union and intersection.  
 
In analyzing a connected simple graph, by the definition of a Hamilton 
cycle, we can determine those edges that no Hamilton cycles passing by. 
Jefferey A. Shufelt and Hans J. Berliner [2] and Basil Vandegriend [3] 
detailed and proved the rules about how to delete those edges from a 
given graph. In this paper, we use |P| to describe two of the rules as the 
following. 
 
Rule 1.1 If a graph has |P|≥3, then it is non-Hamiltonian. 
 
Rule 1.2 all other edges incident to a vertex of |P|=2 have no relations 
to a Hamilton cycle.  
  
By Rule 1.2, if there have two or more vertices of order 2 in an edge 
except for the endpoints, then Hamiltoncity of these vertices can be 
regarded as that of one vertex of order 2. We call this characterization the 
normalization. A graph is a reduced graph if deleting those edges that no 
Hamilton cycles passing by and normalizing the vertices of order 2. 
Graphs considering in the following content are reduced graphs. Other 
Ck 
Figure 1  Left graph is common-edge type 
2-common-vertex-combination, right graph is no-common-edge 
type 2-common-vertex-combination. 
definitions and terminologies not mentioned in this paper please refer to 
[4] and [5].    
 
 
 
2. 2-common-vertex combination of cycles 
In [1], we use a basis of cycle space to represent a graph G. If G is 
Hamiltonian, then some sets of cycles in this basis are the solutions of 
Grinberg’s Equation (the symmetric difference of one of these sets is a 
Hamilton cycle of graph G). It is clear, for every graph, no solutions 
mean no Hamilton cycle in the graph. However, a graph having solutions 
does not mean it definitely is Hamiltonian. In this paper, by investigating 
the combination of cycles, we find the reason why Grinberg’s Equation is 
not sufficient to determine Hamilton graphs. Note that the condition to 
derive the equality (3.3) in [1] is V𝑖⋂V𝑗 =2, it means the cardinal number 
of intersection of every pair of joint cycles is 2, and we call this set of 
joint cycles a 2-common-vertex-combination. However, since the 
combination is with respect to the cycles, then we can not ignore the 
cases corresponding to the edges in the combination. Evidently, there 
have two subcases: common-edge type, and no-common-edge type. In a 
no-common-edge type 2-common-vertex-combination, there is an area Ck 
(see Figure 1 right graph) looks like a part of the universal set. But from 
the point of view of a cycle basis, the area Ck must be a cycle either or a  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ca Cb Ca Cb 
 cycle set that the result of the symmetry difference of cycles in this set is 
still a cycle. We use Ck for this cycle. Note that, in a no-common-edge 
type 2-common-vertex-combination, even using two cycle-sets (every set 
includes two or more cycles) in place of two cycles Ca and Cb, see Figure 
1, we still have the same result (there appears a Ck in the combination). 
Thus, without loss of generality, we consider only the case of that there is 
a Ck in a combination of two cycles. According to the description above, 
a Ck in 2-common-vertex-combination has the following properties: 
 
(1) the Equation of a Ck neighbor-cycle-set has a unique solution; 
(2) a Ck is an irremovable cycle; 
(3) a Ck is a unique co-solution-cycle.   
                       
In the following contents, we portray the graphic characterizations of a Ck 
and its existing condition.  
 
 
 
3. The characteristics of a non-common-edge type 
2-common-vertex combination 
 
Lemma 3.1 For a given 2-common-vertex-combination, |Ck|=0  the 
given combination is a solution of its Grinberg Equation. 
 
Proof. 
|Ck|=0 implies that there are no Ck in the given combination. Thus, the 
given combination must be a common-edge type 
2-common-vertex-combination and satisfies Equality (2.7) in [1].    □ 
 
In a 2-common-vertex-combination having a vertex K and a Ck, 
Figure 3  another one basis of the cycle space of Gb 
  
Ck 
excepting that there are two cycles on common vertices X and X′ (see 
Figure 2 Ga), there also exist another case of that there are three or more 
cycles on common vertices X and X′ (see Figure 2 Gb). Since every three 
cycles on common vertices has the same characteristics in a case of four 
or more cycles on X and X′, without loss of generality, it is enough for us 
to analysis three cycles on common vertices. Therefore, there exist |P|≥3 
on the common vertex in Gb, and by rule 1.1, we know Gb is not  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hamiltonian. Since the cycles are one basis of the cycle space of Gb, then 
we have another one basis of the cycle space of Gb (see Figure 3). In 
other words, to the non-Hamiltoncity, a common-edge type 
2-common-vertex-combination with |P|≥3 can be represented by another 
one basis of cycle space of the same combination with |Ck|≠0. In fact, this  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
is an interchange of two bases of a graph [4], [6], Hence, we have the 
following lemma,   
 
Lemma 3.2 In a given 2-common-vertex-combination,  
Figure 2 
X 
X’ 
X 
X’ 
Ga 
Gb 
|P|≥3 ⟺ |Ck|≠0. 
 
Proof. 
By the interchangeable property of basis [4], [6] and Rule 1.1，we can 
prove it easily.                                           □ 
 
From Lemma 3.2, we know that even though Grinberg’s Equation of the 
given 2-common-vertex-combination has solutions, it is insufficient yet 
to determine the Hamiltoncity of a graph. Nevertheless, using Lemma 
3.1 and Lemma 3.2, we can further prove Lemma 3.3.   
 
Lemma 3.3 A 2-common-vertex-combination is Hamiltonian, if and 
only if, |Ck|=0. 
 
Proof. 
By Lemma 3.1, if |Ck|=0, then the given combination is a solution of its 
Grinberg’s Equation; and every pair of joint cycles is 2 in the given 
combination; thus we know that every joint of two cycles is not only a 
common-edge type 2-common-vertex-combination but also every joint 
vertex has and only has two R=1 edges. These results imply that there is 
a closed walk passing by every vertex in the given combination exactly 
once. By the definition, this closed walk is a Hamilton cycle.  
By Lemma 3.2, |Ck|≠0 ⟺ |P|≥3, and by Rule 1.1, the given 
combination of |P|≥3 is not Hamiltonian.                      □ 
  
 
 
4. Remarks 
In this paper, we detail the characteristics of no-common-edge type 
2-common-vertex-combinations. But in reality most of combinations are 
more complex than 2-common-vertex-combinations. Nevertheless, in a 
complex combination, by deleting removable cycles, we can transform a 
vertex of order being greater than or equal to 4 into a vertex K, so that the 
results of this paper are suitable for a complex combination. Based on the 
results of this paper, we will, in the next paper, analysis the correlations 
of Hamiltoncity between the given graph and its subgraph having no 
removable cycles.         
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